X Marks the Survivor, Blood Marks the Victor

“Wolf by Wolf” is a fierce, vivid story. The action-packed pages tell a story of death and deception, betrayal and blood, wolves and war. It is set in a dystopian world where Adolf Hitler won WW2. An underground rebellion plan and wait for the end of his reign; starting with his murder. Yael, a young rebel, is an escaped survivor from the concentration “death” camps. Possessing a special ability, she must impersonate champion motorbike racer, Adele Wolfe, and enter the annual Axis Tour race. If she wins, she will be awarded a meeting with the Führer Hitler; the perfect opportunity to kill him. She cannot lose. But when faces from Adele’s past start to interfere, Yael struggles to balance not only Adele’s past but also her own.

This book gripped me from the first words on the page. It was an emotional, engaging novel with beautifully written characters and a very colourful world. I recommend this book to ages 13+ and anyone who loves rebellion, dystopia or fast-paced books.